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Reminders
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q HW1
q You should have submitted HW1
q If not, contact us ASAP

q Data Mining Challenge
q We will try to release it tonight
q There might be some delay



Final Presentation Order – Dec 3
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q Extractive Domain Opinion Summarization with Weakly Supervised Aspect 
Classification and Sentiment Analysis
q Peiran Li, Ziang Jing, Yingzhen qu

q Understanding and Identifying Sources of Student Struggle through Text-Mining 
Survey Data
q Adrian Salguero

q Solving nested NER tasks via MRC framework
q BINLU WANG, Beidan Huang, Ling Jin, Shuhao Chang

q Disentangling Styles using Information Theoretic Approaches
q Akshaya Raju, Amol Sakhale, Divyannshu Mund, Shivam Lakhotia



Final Presentation Order – Dec 8
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q Rel-LayoutLM: A Pretraining Layout-Language Model for Digital Document 
Understanding Robust to Torn and Taints
q Jiayun Zhang, Xiyuan Zhang, Zihan Wang, Zilong Wang

q Taxonomy and evaluation for Neural Machine Translation
q Rui Xu, Yifei Lu, Zhenhao Cao

q Seed-driven Aspect Extraction and Online Review Summarization
q Kening Zhang, Yizhe Zhao

q Accuracy and Truthfulness of Text Summarization
q Avinash Reddy Mallavarapu, Eric Sen, Kien Truong Nguyen 



Final Presentation Order – Dec 10
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q Personality Classification from Tweets
q Xiaoyang Zeng, Xindong Cai, Yaobang Deng, Yikuan Xia    

q Measuring the Amplification Effect of Language Modeling
q Canwen Xu, Shihan Ran, Zexue He, Zhankui He

q Common Sense Reasoning
q Abhishek Kumar Yadav, Kaustav Datta

q Multi-class classification of Twitter tweets by American political party affiliation
q Yueheng Zhang

q Expanding Timeline Summarization
q Ross Devito, Tianyang Zhang, William Patrick Hogan



Outline
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q What’s Topic?

q Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)

q Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

q Hidden Markov Model (HMM)



What’s Topic?
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q Topic refers to the main idea covered in the document
q E.g., theme of a discussion, subject/aspect of the review, …

q Applications of Topics
q Summarization
q Topic-specific analysis
q Event detection
q Representations for documents
q …



A formal definition of topic mining
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q Input
q 𝑁 documents {𝑑!, 𝑑", … , 𝑑#}
q A user-specified number of topics: 𝑘

q Output
q k topics: {𝜃!, 𝜃", … , 𝜃$} ß there is no order
q For the i-th document, the topic distribution 𝝅%
q 𝝅%,'= How likely the document 𝑑% covers the topic 𝜃'
q ∑'𝝅%,' = 1

q Key question: How to define 𝜃?



The simplest topic definition …
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q is a term!

q Every possible term in the vocab could be a topic

q Does this sound familiar? What will be the 𝝅%,'?

q This coincides with bag-of-words
q Simply normalize the bag-of-words weights
q Frequency
q TF-IDF
q …

q 𝝅% can be viewed as a unigram language model fitted on the i-th document



One simple improvement
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q Pick 𝑘 terms
q They are popular terms
q They are not redundant to each other
q They are not stopwords
q Their IDF scores should be high enough
q …



The key problem of “term as topic”
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q Sparsity!
q An article talking about “sports” may not mention “sports”
q A paper talking about “AI” may not mention “AI”
q …

q It’s better to define a topic as a set of words!

q Are all these words equally important in each topic? à Weights wanted!

q Is it possible that the same word could belong to different topics? à Yes



Outline
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q What’s Topic?

q Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)

q Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

q Hidden Markov Model (HMM)



Word Distributions as Topics
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q Let’s think about a unigram case

q We will have 𝑃 𝑤 𝜃')
q If a word w is more relevant to this topic, it will have a larger prob mass
q And it sums up to 1 over the entire vocab

q How can we estimate these parameters?
q 𝑃 𝑤 𝜃')
q 𝝅%,' = 𝑃(𝜃'|𝑑%)



Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis 
(PLSA)
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q For each document, we first pick a topic
q Prior: 𝑃(𝜃')

q Then, given that topic, we draw a sequence of words
q 𝑃 𝑑% 𝜃' = ∏(∈*! 𝑃(𝑤|𝜃')

q 𝑃 𝑑% = 𝑃(𝜃') 𝑃 𝑑% 𝜃'
q It can be viewed as a mixture of language models

q Maximize the likelihood of the observed documents
q Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm could be applied here



EM for PLSA
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q How to compute 𝝅%,' = 𝑃(𝜃'|𝑑%)?
q Bayes rule

q 𝑃 𝜃' 𝑤 =
+ ," + 𝑤 𝜃'

∑"# + ,"# + 𝑤 𝜃'#

q In EM, we iteratively
q Fix 𝑃(𝜃') & 𝑃(𝑤|𝜃'), Estimate 𝑃 𝜃' 𝑤
q Follows the above forumla

q Fix 𝑃 𝜃' 𝑤 , Estimate 𝑃(𝜃') & 𝑃(𝑤|𝜃')
q This will be sum or weighted sum of 𝑃 𝜃' 𝑤



EM in general
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q It’s a kind of hill-climbing algorithms
q The target likelihood is always improving before convergence
q Local optimal

q Convergence guarantee
q The likelihood function is always decreasing



Background Topic in PLSA
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q We have a specific topic for “background”

q Background topic has a known distribution
q Could be estimated from the entire corpus
q Could be estimated from a even larger corpus
q …

q Background topic has a known distribution has a fixed weight 𝑃 𝜃. = 𝜆.



How to understand a topic?
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q Inspect the distribution of the topic language model
q Top a few words
q Try to summarize

q Drawback (k is typically more than 100)
q Some topics are not human readable
q Cannot scale up



Use of PLSA
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q PLSA provides us
q Topic distribution for each document
q Word distribution for each topic
q Topic assignment at the word level for each document

q The number of topics in PLSA must be given in advance
q This is a drawback

q These probabilities can be utilized to
q Form word clusters
q Form document clusters
q …



Outline
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q What’s Topic?

q Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)

q Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

q Hidden Markov Model (HMM)



Let’s rethink about PLSA’s drawback…
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q Can we estimate the topic distribution for a new document?

q How many parameters are there in PLSA?

q Why these two questions are important?



Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
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q Let’s make PLSA generative à LDA
q Impose a Dirichlet prior

q LDA is a Bayesian version of PLSA
q enabled new document estimation
q reduced the # of parameters after introducing prior

q If you are not familiar with Dirichlet Distribution, please refer to its wiki page

Picture from LDA wiki page

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirichlet_distribution


Generative Process in LDA
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q For i-th document
q 𝑃(𝜃%|𝑑%) ~ 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝜶) à additional constraint

q For k-th topic
q 𝑃 𝑤 𝜃$ ~ 𝐷𝑖𝑟 𝜷 à additional constraint

q For the j-th word in the i-th document
q 𝑃 𝑧%,' = 𝜃$ 𝑑%, 𝑗 ~𝑃(𝜃%|𝑑%)
q 𝑃 𝑑%,' = 𝑤 𝑧%,' = 𝜃$) ~𝑃 𝑤 𝜃$

q The additional constraints makes those variables no longer free parameters

Picture from LDA wiki page



Parameter Estimation in LDA
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q We want to find 𝜶 and 𝜷
q We want to maximize ∏%𝑃 𝑑% 𝛼, 𝛽)

q Does the previous EM framework apply here?

q How to estimate the posterior?
q 𝑃 𝜃' , 𝜋%,' 𝑑% , 𝜶, 𝜷)
q It is computationally intractable
q You may want to give a try
q Or maybe read the original LDA paper :P

Picture from LDA wiki page



How to solve LDA?
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q Approximation!

q Deterministic Approximation
q Variational EM
q Expectation Propagation

q Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
q Full Gibbs sampler
q Collapsed Gibbs sampler
q This one is the most efficient
q But it has some constraints on the prior



Outline
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q What’s Topic?

q Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)

q Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

q Hidden Markov Model (HMM)



What’s the major problem in LDA?
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q Recall the generative process
q For the j-th word in the i-th document
q 𝑃 𝑧%,' = 𝜃$ 𝑑%, 𝑗 ~𝑃(𝜃%|𝑑%)
q 𝑃 𝑑%,' = 𝑤 𝑧%,' = 𝜃$) ~𝑃 𝑤 𝜃$

q The words are sampled independently
q No coherence guarantee at all

We apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to electronic health records to find 
patterns …



Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
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q Basic ideas
q Decide the “hidden states” based on its previous words
q Jointly model ”hidden states” and ”observations”

q Hidden states can be viewed as topics
q Observations are words

q It encourages the smooth transition between the hidden states



Three Core Parts of HMM
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q Let’s stick to the 1st-order HMM
q Only depends on the previous word

q Initial States
q 𝑃(ℎ!)

q Transition Matrix
q 𝑃 ℎ" ℎ"#!)

q Emission Matrix
q 𝑃 𝑤" ℎ")

q The generative process
q Draw an initial hidden state 𝑃(ℎ!)
q Draw the 1st word 𝑃(𝑤!|ℎ!)
q Draw the 2nd hidden state 𝑃(ℎ$|ℎ!)
q Draw the 2nd word 𝑃(𝑤$|ℎ$)
q …



When we have the word sequence + 
HMM parameters …
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q We can use Viterbi Algorithm to decode the most likely hidden state sequence

q It is a dynamic programming algorithm

q In the 1st-order HMM, we only need to record its previous hidden state

q What’s the maximum probability for the best explanation for the first T tokens, 
given that the last hidden state is H?
q Store these values in a table

q To compute the values for T+1, we need to enumerate its previous H
q In total, O(TH^2) time is required



When we have the word sequence + 
HMM parameters …
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q We can use Forward/Backward Algorithm to estimate how likely this sequence 
can be generated by the model

q Again, it is a dynamic programming algorithm
q Essentially the same as Viterbi

q In Viterbi, we are taking the max
q Here, we are going to take the sum

q In total, O(TH^2) time is required



When we have the word sequence + 
supervision …
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q Maximum likelihood

q à Counting! 

q We are familiar with this now, so leave it to you as an exercise



When we have the word sequence w/o 
supervision …
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q Baum-Welch Algorithm

q It is a special EM algorithm for HMM
q Forward-Backward algorithm provides posterior statistics in the E-step
q M-step is basically a counting



Summary, Q&A
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q What’s Topic?

q Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)

q Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

q Hidden Markov Model (HMM)



Recommended Readings
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